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This little book contains fill-in-the-blank lines to describe why your mom's the best. Just complete
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Book is a lot smaller than expected. It's about the size of my palm as you can see in the picture.
Cute idea though and I know my mom will love this for Mother's Day because we are super close.

We made video reading it to my wife: http://youtu.be/E-ijfRxGEuoThe best gift we bought for my
wife. She teared up a little bit. A lot of time and thought went into making the video and it's a lot
harder to fill out than you would expect.Quick Story: My wife was in her last week of pregnancy for
our 3rd child and it looks as though that this new baby would share the same birthday as my wife. I
had to make it special because after this baby was born I knew it would be difficult to make it special
because of future birthday planning for the new child, so I wanted to make something sweet and
memorable.

Probably one of the best gifts I have ever given my mom...actually got the Knock Knock "Awesome"
book for my dad and he loved it as well... Great gift - especially to give something a little different,
and much better than just a card.

Great quality! Mom LOOOOVED it!I used this with those sharpie pens so it wouldn't smudge. Not
sure how regular pen ink would fare.This book, once filled, melted my moms heart.If you want to
make your mom really happy and feel loved, get her one of these!!!

This books is WAY smaller than I thought it would be. I was expecting something a bit more
substantial to write in and give to my mom for Mother's Day. And the "fill in the blanks" are more like
"fill in one word" , not like a journal style. My mom gave me a filled in copy of the Dear Daughter
book, which is SO much better than this one. This tiny book just is not going to cut it. (See photo for
how tiny this is... it's like a mini book!)

I have purchased several at these little books as gifts for Mother's Day, Father's Day, birthdays, and
just to say I love you, Valentine's Day, etc. and I must say I love them all. It is such a personal
thoughtful item that it is more than just a book. You can make them funny, loving, cute or whatever
because you make them whatever you want them to be. I will keep buying these as great gifts.

I bought this for my mom and I hope she really likes it. It was even fun for me to remember the past
to think of things i wanted to fill the blanks with.

Hey all! Mother's Day is rapidly approaching!Is there seriously a better way to showcase the
unconditional love you have for your momma than in a cutesy flipbook? I don't think so.My mom
cried when she opened this, which is always a good thing.My brother and I split the booklet in half,
each answering every other question, so she got a variety of opinions, memories, and experiences.
Needless to say, this is something she proudly treasures and shares with anyone who asks.It has
cute, thought-provoking questions where you simply fill in all the blanks listing the many, many
reasons why you love her.For seven bucks, this will put quite a smile on your mother's face. Would
highly recommend :) I've also done the What I love About You for my fiance, and he's had for
YEARS and states it's one of the cutest, most thoughtful gifts he's ever received.This company is
great!
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